
CLAUDIO OSWALD NIEDWOROK 

Multi-Disciplinary Artist 
 

Classical Performance Poet 
 

Master Storyteller 
“As a radio show host Claudio is unlike anyone in the medium today.  He skillfully manages to navigate the art of 
the interview into a back porch or pub style conversation knowing full well when to bring it all full circle in con-
clusion.  Most of his guests don't even realize that an interview is taking place because of all of the spontaneous 
conversational fun they're having with their very capable and talented host.” 

Maxwell Elemuo / former Radio Show Host of African Focus at Shaw University. 

Author/Actor/Performer/Entertainer 
 

Professional European Gourmet Chef 
 

Recording Artist / Visual Artist 
 

Commercial Voiceovers 
 

Film Narration / Theatrical Narration 
 

Reviewer and Critic - Apex Arts Council 
 

Staging of Original Productions 
(Seafarers / Port o’ Call / and Others) 

 

www.ClaudioArts.com 
“Claudio will engage anyone in conversation no matter the subject or dis-
cipline and bring about some unexpected twists and turns as he explores 
the minds of his guests. He is a straight talker and tells it like it is whether 
that is the popular approach or not but possesses an unusual wit and 
charm in so doing that keeps matters calm and in perspective. His ap-
proach is very unrehearsed and skillfully spontaneous. And then there is 
the matter of his alluring voice…” 

Gary Jensen / Musician, Singer, Songwriter 
with a long history of performing with Claudio in the 

Virgin Islands on Radio and many, many Stages. 

One of the most fascinating 
personalities anyone is ever 

likely to meet. 

Ira David Wood, III “dethroning” Claudio 

Aboard  the General Lee from 
“The Dukes of Hazard” 

Claudio Relaxing 

Why seafarers come ashore 

Popular host of 
 

Claudio’s SpeakEasy and Radio Theatre 
The Literary and All Else 

 

Every Tuesday morning - 10:00am to 11:00am 
WCOM Radio - 103.5 FM - Carrboro/Chapel Hill 


